‘A STORY OF HOMECOMING’

Assistant Principal’s Message

Dear Friends,

Dear Parents, Carers and Students,

Our Lenten journey through the scriptures continues this coming
Sunday with the beautiful and telling story of a misguided and
wayward youth, a resentful sibling and the unconditional love of
a parent. I’m sure there are many parents out there who know
the intensity of mixed emotions on the return of a child who had
left the household under a cloud? I would also say that this story
plays out in the arena of everyday life for most families, in one
way or another. Whatever the reason for the child leaving or the
mixed emotions, it is the return of that loved one that matters. It is
the relief and joy the parent experiences, in having that member
of the family ‘return’. It is the response of the parent that is key to
the story. It is with arms outstretched that the child is embraced,
with a lavish love that does not question. It is the profound face of
mercy that the one who returns experiences. Falling into the arms
of love, all is forgiven. It is a story about the human face of the
Divine, inviting each one of us to ‘fall into’ the tender, loving arms
of mercy.

Congratulations to the many students who received awards at
last Friday’s assembly. It was wonderful to see so many
parents and family members in attendance. Celebrating student
achievements and acknowledging excellent application towards
their learning is an important aspect of education at MacKillop. I
encourage all students to strive towards being acknowledged at
one of the assemblies this year.

And what about the sibling who
stays at home, ‘duty bound’ and
‘does the right thing’? Who has
been self-sacrificing, for what?
The anger and indignation is so
palpable! Ah, how one’s
self-righteousness can mask a
deeper motivation that is not so
virtuous. So how does the parent
sort out this tension? One
discovers it is with the same
outstretched arms, the same
unconditional love and mercy.
There are so many beautiful elements to this story that this short
reflection cannot do justice to every moment of the encounter
between the parent and the children. What I invite you to do is
to check out the passage yourself. It’s worth the read, it’s worth
the ponder. It’s worth asking oneself which character am I? How
might I ‘fall into the Divine arms of mercy?

CATHOLIC SCHOOLS WEEK CELEBRATIONS
On Sunday 6 March at the 10.00am Family Mass, the Cathedral
Parish will celebrate the beginning of Catholic Schools Week.
It is a time to embrace the richness of our Catholic heritage and
acknowledge the gifts, talents and diversity of our children and
young people who aspire to learn and grow within this faith
community. All are welcome!

Following the fete Miss Fry,
College Captain Carina Floyd, Vice
Captain Molly Hanley and myself
represented MacKillop
College at the Cathedral Parish
night. Congratulations to both
Carina and Molly who spoke
extremely well, off the cuff I might
add, regarding the benefits of
education at MacKillop. It was
heartening to hear their experience of MacKillop is one of
inclusiveness. It was appropriate that the MacKillop College
Maiden Pace was won by female driver Casey Williams and
sponsored by ex-student Ashlee Grives. Best wishes for the week
ahead.

